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The invention described herein may be manufac- 
tured and used by or for the Government of the United 
States of America for governmental purposes without 
the payment of any royalties thereon or therefor. 

This invention relates generally to aerial vehicles, and 
relates in particular to supersonic aircraft having vari- 
able sweep wings. 

The airframe configuration requirements for efficient 
supersonic flight are known to fbe incompatible with 
the configuration requirements for efficient subsonic 
flight as required for takeoff, climb, subsonic cruise and 
loiter, or descent and landing. For example, the opti- 
mum wing planform for low-speed flight, and conven- 
tional takeoff and landing, is considered to include a 
long span, narrow chord wing having a low sweep angle. 
The lift developed by a wing, other factors such as 
angle of attack, plan area, and dynamic pressure being 
equal, increases with increasing aspect ratio and de- 
creases with increasing sweep angle. Aspect ratio, as is 
well known, may be defined as the square of the span 
of the wing divided by the plan area thereof. In addi- 
tion, high lift flaps are most effective on low sweep 
wings. Thus, a long narrow wing may develop many 
multiples of the total lift obtainable with a short broad 
wing of the same plan area, thereby reducing the speed 
and/or angle of attack ,required for landing and take- 
off. Drag due to lift is also reduced as the aspect ratio 
of an aircraft wing is increased to thereby provide high 
aerodynamic efficiency for subsonic cruise. The high 
aspect ratio wing, of course, permits relatively short 
takeoff and landing roll, ,as well as a steep climb to 
altitude, thereby making feasible the use of small and 
relatively rough airports which may be located in fairly 
densely populated areas, remote areas surrounded by 
trees, or the like. For transonic and supersonic flight, 
however, highly swept leading edge, low aspect ratio 
wings are preferable since the supersonic wave drag may 
be greatly reduced thereby improving the high speed 
performance and, since the gust response is reduced, 
thereby improving the low (altitude, high speed ride 
qualities. 

Considerable research has been conducted over a period 
of several years both in the United States and abroad to- 
ward development of an aircraft having optimum subsonic 
and supersonic flight characteristics. The most promis- 
ing developments obtained from this research has been 
the in-flight variation of wing planform geometry and 
particularly involving the simultaneous in-flight vari- 
tion of both wing sweep and aspect ratio made possible 
by the variable sweep concept. Intensive investigations 
of this concept have indicated the feasibility of in-flight 
wing rotation, and minimized some of the problems en- 
countered in stability and control characteristics of the 
aircraft during in-flight wing sweep. U.S. Letters Pat- 
ent No. 3,053,484 to W. J. Alford, Jr. and E. C. Pol- 
hamus describes a variable sweep wing employing pro- 
visions therein to compensate for the undesirable longi- 
tudinal stability problems encountered by variable sweep 
aircraft. Similarly, in U.S. Patent No. 3,104,082 to 
E. C. Polhamus, a double-pivot segmented variable 
sweep wing is disclosed which serves to eliminate the 
undesirable longitudinal pitch-up without the necessity 
of a low horizontal tail position and to compensate for 
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at least a portion of the aerodynamic center shift dur- 
ing changes in wing sweep angle. This latter approach, 
while very attraotive from an aerodynamic viewpoint, 
tends to encounter such problems as mechanical com- 
plexity, lack of sufficient wing stowage space and loss 
of usable fuselage volume due to the retraction of a 
portion of the variable sweep wing into the fuselage 
during its low-sweep position. The present invention, 
involving improvements in variable sweep wing air- 
craft, is considered to provide all the advantages of the 
wing configurations disclosed in the referenced patents 
while minimizing and eliminating some of the problem 
limitations experienced thereby. 

Accordingly, it is an abject of the present invention 
to provide a new .and improved Pariable sweep wing 
configuration for a supersonic aircraft. 

Another object of the present invention is the pro- 
vision of a new and improved variable sweep wing air- 
craft with in-flight wing sweep being accomplished with- 
out adversely affecting the control and stzbility char- 
acteristics of the aircraft. 

Another object of the present invention is a vari- 
able sweep aircraft of minimum mechanical complexity 
and providing improved usable fuselage volume. 

Another object of the present invention is the pro- 
vision of a segmented variable sweep aircraft wing hav- 
ing the rotative pivot points thereof located inboard ad- 
jacency on the aircraft fuselage. 

Still another object of the present invention is the 
segmented variable sweep aircraft serving to alleviate 
pitch-up and aerodynamic center shift problems asso- 
ciated with changes in wing sweep angle. 

Yet another o b j a t  of the present invention is a novel 
wing segment for a variable sweep aircraft having free- 
floating aerodynamic chanacter$tics during low-speed, 
low-sweep, high aspect ratio wing sweep conditions. 

A further object of the present invention is an auxil- 
iary wing panel serving to increase the effective wing 
areal plane at the forward edge of the variable sweep 
wing during high-sweep, low aspect ratio conditions. 

According to the present invention, the foregoing and 
other objects are attained by providing, in a powered 
aircraft having a convention'al fuselage, including a con- 
ventional aft empennage assembly and fuselage c a F  
ried propulsion engines, a segmented variable sweep 
wing projecting from each side of the fuselage. Each 
wing includes (a main wing panel pivotally connected 
to the fuselage near the ouaboard edge thereof for ro- 
tation in the wing areal plane to vary the leading edge 
sweep thereof, between a small angle on the order of 
about 25" and a large angle on the order of about 75", 
and a forward auxiliary wing panel pivotally connected 
substantially intermediate the root length thereof to the 
fuselage for rotational movement only about said pivot 
point and in a pitch plane, or substantially perpendic- 
ular to the horizontal rotative plane of the main wing 
panel. The auxiliary wing panel of the present inven- 
tion is linked to the main wing panel, effectively increas- 
ing the apex or rout thereof for combined contributory 
aircraft lift, only when the main wing panel is in its 
high-sweep position. 

The linkage between the forward auxiliary wing panel 
'and the main wing panel is such that when the main wing 
panel is swept reanvardly toward its highest sweep atti- 
tude, an inwardly directed arcuate projection disposed 
at the forward end of the main wing panel is received 
by an arcuate bifurcated portion disposed at the aft end 
of the forward auxiliary wing panel being linearly alined 
with the leading edge of the main wing panel so that 
the entire wing during its highest sweep attitude is sub- 
stantially free of discontinuities. When the main wing 
panel is swept forward to its low-sweep, high aspect ratio 
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position, the forwardly disposed projection thereon is 
removed from the bifurcation aft of the auxiliary panel 
and the auxiliary wing panel is permitted to free-float 
about its laterally extending pivot connection. 

Suitable control mechanism is provided in the aircraft 
fuselage for selectively engaging and disengaging the 
pivotal connection for the forwardly disposed auxiliary 
wing panel. Thus, when the control mechanism disen- 
gages the pivot connection, the auxiliary wing panel is 
permitted free rotation about its pivot point in response 
to changes in aerodynamic pressure and will provide sub- 
stantially no pitching moment to the aircraft. When it 
is desired to sweep the main wing panel from its low- 
sweep, high aspect ratio attitude to its high-sweep, low 
aspect ratio attitude, the control mechanism will be ac- 
tuated to engage the pivot connection and aline the bi- 
furcated aft portion of the auxiliary panel with the rota- 
tional plane of the main wing panel to permit mating 
engagement therein of the forwardly disposed projection 
on the main wing panel during wing sweep. 

A more complete appreciation of the invention and 
many of the attendant advantages thereof will be readily 
apparent as the same becomes better understood by ref- 
erence to the following detailed description when con- 
sidered in connection with the accompanying drawing 
wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a plan view of the variable sweep wing air- 
craft of the present invention with the wings thereof dis- 
posed in a high-sweep, low aspect ratio, supersonic cruise 
attitude; 

FIG. 2 is a plan view of the aircraft of FIG. 1, with 
parts broken away for clarity, wherein the aircraft wing 
is disposed in a low-sweep, high aspect ratio, subsonic 
takeoff, ascent, subsonic cruise or loiter, descent, and 
landing attitude; 

FIG. 3 is a section taken along lines 3-3 of FIG. 1; 
illustrating the pivotal connection for the auxiliary wing 
panel or apex and the mating connection between the 
auxiliary and main wing panels when the main wing panel 
is in its high-sweep position; and, 

FIG. 4 is a section similar to FIG. 3, illustrating the 
auxiliary wing panel when disconnected from the main 
wing panel as in low-sweep attitude, with the phantom 
lines therein illustrating the free-floating capability of the 
auxiliary wing panel when the wing is in this position. 

Referring now more particularly to the drawings, 
wherein like reference numerals designate identical parts 
throughout the several views, and more particularly to 
FIG. 1, there is shown a variable sweep wing planform 
aircraft, generally designated by the reference numeral 
11. Aircraft 11 is provided with a conventional fuselage 
12 having a reaction propulsion motor system mounted 
therein, and which is proportional t o  have a length to 
equivalent diameter, or fineness ratio, suitable for super- 
sonic flight. A suitable control compartment, or pilot’s 
cabin 13, is also included in fuselage 12 adjacent the for- 
ward end thereof, in a conventional manner. A con- 
ventional empennage assembly including a vertical sta- 
bilizer member 14 projecting upwardly from the upper 
surface of fuselage 12 and swept horizontal stabilizer 
members 15 are provided projecting outwardly from the 
aft end of fuselage 12. The airfoil sections of these sta- 
bilizer members 14 and I§ are preferably taken from 
the supersonic family of symmetrical thin airfoils. Sta- 
bilizer surfaces 15 are of the “all movable” type, as is 
well known in the art. 

Aircraft 111 is provided with a wing projecting out- 
wardly from each side of fuselage 12 and generally des- 
ignated by the reference numeral 17. Each wing 17 in- 
cludes a main wing panel 18 having a straight leading 
edge 19 and a straight trailing edge 21 which converge 
outwardly toward a tip section 22. Wing panel 18 in- 
cludes a root section having an arcuate forward portion 
24 which flares into a substantially straight after portion 
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leading to an angular intersection with the straight trail- 
ing edge 21. 

The root of main wing panel 18 extends into fuselage 
12 through a suitable slot formed in the side thereof, 
not illustrated, and occupies a suitable recess within the 
fuselage 12. Main wing panel 18 is suitably connected 
to fuselage 12 for rotation in the wing areal, or planform, 
plane about a pivot point 23 located within fuselage 12 
near the outboard edge thereof and which is located with 
respect to main wing panel 18 on about the fifty percent 
chord line thereof adjacent its root end. 

Each wing 17 also includes a forward auxiliary wing 
panel, or apex, 26 which is substantially triangular shaped 
in planform; having a straight leading edge 27, a straight 
root section 28, and a straight trailing edge 29. Aux- 
iliary wing panel 26 is suitably connected to fuselage 12 
for rotation in a pitch plane, or substantially perpen- 
dicular to the horizontal rotative plane of main wing 
panel 18 with rotative movement of auxiliary wing panel 
26 being about pivot point 31. 

Pivot point, or connection, 31 for wing panel 26 may 
be a suitable steel pin and bearing arrangement, or the 
like, and extends transversely from fuselage 12 for rigid 
connection with wing panel 26. Referring now more 
specifically to FIG. 3, the connection between panel or 
apex 26 and pivot 31 is located substantially intermedi- 
ate the length of panel 26 along the straight root section 
28 and slightly above the median center thereof, as will 
be further explained hereinafter. 

By comparison of FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, it will be readily 
seen that when main wing panel 18 is positioned in the 
most forwardly swept attitude, the sweep angle of leading 
edge 19 thereof will be on the order of about 25”; trailing 
edge 21 will be disposed substantially perpendicular with 
respect to the plane of symmetry of aircraft 11; and tip 
section 22 will be substantially parallel to the aircraft 
plane of symmetry. In the high sweep attitude, the sweep 
angle of leading edge 19 on main wing panel 18 is on the 
order of about 75”, and merges linearly with leading edge 
27 of auxiliary panel 26 so that the entire wing in this 
attitude is substantially free of discontinuities. 

The entire wing 17 is so mounted on fuselage 12 with 
respect to the center of gravity of aircraft 11, that the 
quarter chord point of the mean aerodynamic chord of 
the main wing panel 18 when positioned in its forward- 
most swept attitude and highest aspect ratio, will be posi- 
tioned approximately at the same aircraft lonigtudinal 
station as the aircraft center of gravity. 

Referring now more particularly to FIGS. 3 and 4, 
straight trailing edge 29 of auxiliary panel 26 is provided 
with an arcuate medial slotted portion for the receipt 
therein of arcuate forward projection 24 of main wing 
panel 18 in “tongue and groove” fashion when panel 18 
is in the high sweep position. Thus, when main wing 
panel 18 is disposed in the high sweep attitude of FIG. 1, 
with respect to fuselage 112, it is readily seen that forward 
auxiliary wing panel 26 will be connected thereto so as to 
provide a forward extension or apex for main wing panel 
18 that merges with fuselage 12. When main wing panel 
18 is swept to the low-sweep attitude of FIG. 2, the arcuate 
forward projection 24 thereon is removed from the medial 
slotted area of auxiliary wing panel 26 and auxiliary panel 
26 is then permitted to freely rotate about pivot point 31 
in response to changing aerodynamic pressures during this 
low-sweep condition. 

As schematically shown in phantom outline in FIGS. 1 
and 2, a suitable control mechanism 36, such for example 
a gear and clutch mechanism, and having suitable friction 
reducing bearings therein, not shown, is connected to pivot 
pins 311 and controlled by the pilot of the aircraft, as con- 
ventionally with the other aircraft controls. Thus, during 
takeoff and climb to cruise altitude, panels 18 would be 
in the forward low-sweep attitude and control mechanism 
36 would be so actuated as to permit free-floating pitch 
rotation of auxiliary wing panels 26 about their pivot 
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points 31. During this portion of the flight, auxiliary some moderate angle of attack due to a sudden change in 
panels 26 obviously will contribute substantially no pitch- the floating angle of apex 26. Thus, by trimming the 
ing moment to aircraft 12 since any changes in aero- apex or floating auxiliary panel 26 such that its trailing 
dynamic pressure thereon merely causes rotation of the edge 29 tends to float above the main wing leading edge 
panels about their pivot points in a substantially free-float- 5 over the operational angle of attack range anticipated 
ing condition, as shown in phantom lines in FIG. 4. during subsonic cruise, the sudden trim change normally 

Upon the attainment of cruise altitude, main wing expected, is avoided. It is for this reason that the rigid 
panels 18 are then rotated to the position shown in FIG. 1 connection of pivot 31 to panel 26 is positioned, FIG. 3, 
for acceleration through the transonic speed range to the slightly above the median center thereof, although it is 
cruise Mach numsber. However, before main wing panels readily apparent that suitable trim tabs, or the like, could 
18 are completely rotated from the position of low-sweep, readily be provided on panel 26 to produce the same 
FIG. 3, to the high-sweep attitude of FIG. 1, Le. at some results. 
moderately swept position during the rotation toward high The actual construction of the wing panel pivotal con- 
sweep, control mechanism 36 is actuated to engage the neotion, as well as  the control mechanism to effect typical 
pivot connection 31 for panels 26, and panels 26 are alined 15 movement of main wing panels 18 and the engagement 
with the rotative plane of main wing panel 18 so that for- and disengagement of pivot pin 31 for auxiliary panel 26 
ward projecting arcuate extensions or tongue 24 thereon have been omitted in the interest of clarity, inasmuch as 
will engage arcuate medial slotted portions 34 and thereby these details are considered conventional components 
lock auxiliary panels 26 in alinement with main wing and well known in the art. The showing of specific con- 
panels 18. Upon completion of the supersonic cruise por- 20 trol surfaces and the like on the main wing panels 18 has 
tion of the journey and deceleration of aircraft 11 to sub- likewise been omitted in the interest of clarity, however, 
sonic speeds, wing panel 18 will then be swept forward to such surfaces may be employed in the actual practice of 
its high aspect ratio position wherein tongue 24 will be the invention, as is well known in the art. 
removed from groove 34 on auxiliary wing panel 26, As is readily understood from the description herein- 
with actuation of control mechanism 36 again disengaging 25 before, the present invention provides a relatively simple 
pivot hinges 31 and permitting free rotation of auxiliary variable sweep aircraft in which adequate longitudinal 
panels 26 about pivot connections 31, during aircraft and directional stability is obtained in both the high and 
descent, loiter, and landing. Additionally, in the event low sweep positions. As apparent in the drawings, the 
of any in-flight emergency requiring operation of aircraft main wing panel 18, in the low-sweep, high aspect ratio 
11 at subsonic speeds, wing 17 may be positioned in its 30 attitude, corresponds almost exactly to the shape of a 
high aspect ratio attitude, as illustrated in FIG. 2, to ob- fixed aircraft wing having low sweep and a high aspect 
tain maximum subsonic flight efficiency. ratio and designed solely for low speed operations, with 

By the use of the present invention it is readily seen that free-floating auxiliary panels 26 positioned in front there- 
the free-floating apex, or auxilitary panel 26, is allowed of providing substantially no pitching moment to the air- 
to free float when main wing panels 18 are in the low- 35 craft operation. When, however, main wing panel 18 is 
sweep or subsonic position and adapted to be locked positioned in its high-sweep, low aspect ratio attitude as 
when panels 18 are swept back to the supersonic condition shown in FIG. 1, the entire wing 17 as defined by both 
to effectively form the apex of a conventional swept back main wing panel 18 and auxiliary panel 26 now locked 
wing. This novel free-floating feature for the apex of a thereto, corresponds almost exactly to the shape of a 
wing eliminates the subsonic pitch-up problems associated 40 fixed wing having high sweep and a low aspect ratio as 
with a fixed, highly swept apex without resorting to wing normally provided on an aircraft designed solely for nor- 
‘‘fixes” or special horizontal-tail locations. In addition, mal supersonic operation. It is also readily apparent that 
the normally expected increase in longitudinal stability the center of lift of the wing of the present invention 
with increasing sweep angles is reduced thereby allowing remains positioned compatible with respect to the aircraft 
for a reduction in supersonic trim drag and an increase in 45 center of gravity at both extremes of sweep of main wing 
aircraft maneuverability at supersonic speeds. Specifi- panel 18, due to the unique selective contributory lift 
cally, by allowing panel 26 to free-float when main wing and pitch-up moment characteristics of auxiliary panel 26. 
panel 18 is at about the 25” sweep angle, there is a sizable Obviously, there are many modifications of the present 
shift of the wing aerodynamic center rearward towards invention possible in the light of the above teachings. 
that encountered at high sweep positions. This Permits a jo For example, the slotted or bifurcated portion appearing 
more rearward location for the aircraft center of gravity on the trailing edge of auxiliary panel 26 could just as 
such that the longitudinal stability with the wings in the well be on the arcuate projection 34 of main wing panel 
high-sweep position can be readily reduced to thereby 18 with the trailing edge 29 of the auxiliary panel 26 
increase the high speed maneuverability and reduce the being adapted to be engaged therein, and as mentioned 
aircraft trim drag, normally associated with variable 55 hereinabove, suitable trim tabs may be readily employed 
sweep aircraft, without encountering instability at low to inlluence the floating or angular rotation of apex 26 
sweep angles. Both of these effects are obviously very during its free-floating condition. These and other modi- 
important at supersonic speeds. fications of the present invention will be readily apparent 

Also, by permitting the free-floating auxiliary wing to those skilled in the art. It is therefore to be under- 
panel 26 to remain on the exterior surface of aircraft 12, oo stood that within the scope of the appended claims the 
the wing sweep mechanism is substantially reduced in invention may be practiced otherwise than as specifically 
complexity over that, for example as required for the described. 
double-pivot wing disclosed in one of the patents ref- What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by 
erenced hereinbefore. Additionally, the free-floating Letters Patent of the United States is: 
panel of the present invention tends to eliminate the low 1. A variable sweep aircraft comprising: 
speed pitch-up as normally encountered with variable a fuselage having a fineness ratio suitable for super- 
sweep wings having a highly swept 6xed apex. This is 
a very important contribution to the art in that it elimi- propulsion means carried by said fuselage, 
nates the need for specific wing “fixes” and does not re- an empennage assembly carried by said fuselage ad- 
strict the location of the horizontal-tail to a position 70 jacent the after end thereof, 
below the wing chord plane. a wing connected to each side of said fuselage and 

Test results have indicated that if the free-fioating apex projecting substantially horizontally and outwardly 
26 is trimmed so that trailing edge 29 thereof floats therefrom, 
below leading edge 19 of main panel 18, at low angles of each said wing including a main wing panel and a 
attack, a sudden aircraft trim change is encountered at 75 forward auxiliary wing panel, 

63 

sonic fiight, 
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each said main wing panel having a straight leading 
edge pivotally connected to said fuselage for rotation 
in a substantially horizontal plane between a low- 
sweep position and a high-sweep position, 

each said auxiliary wing panel having a straight leading 
edge and pivotally connected at a single pivot point 
substantially intermediate the length thereof to said 

I fuselage for rotational movement only about said 
single pivot and in a plane substantially perpendicu- 
lar to the horizontal rotative plane of said main wing 
panel, and 

means engaging the trailing edge of said auxiliary wing 
panel and said leading edge of said main Wing panel 
for combined contributory aircraft lift when said 
main wing panel is in said high-sweep position. 

2. The variable sweep aircraft of claim 1 wherein said 

an arcuate medial slotted portion rearwardly disposed 
in said auxiliary wing panel; and 

a forwardly disposed arcuate projection on said main 
wing panel, 

said projection being received by said slotted portion 
when said main wing panel is in said high sweep 
position and being completely removed from said 
slotted portion of said auxiliary panel when said 
main wing panel is in said low sweep position. 

3. The variable sweep aircraft of claim 2 including: 
control means for selectively engaging and disengaging 

said auxiliary wing panel whereby said auxiliary 
wing panel may be engaged and positioned so as to 
aline the slotted portion therein in position to re- 
ceive said projection of said main wing panel when 
wing sweep from a low sweep to a high sweep is 
desired and permitting disengagement of said aux- 
iliary wing panel when said main wing panel is in 
said low sweep position to thereby release said aux- 
iliary wing panel for free floating rotation about its 
pivot connection so as to nullify any pitching mo- 
ment contribution thereof to said aircraift during said 
low-sweep position. 

engaging means includes: 

4. A variable sweep aircraft comprising: 
a fuselage having a fineness ratio suitable for supersonic 

propulsion means carried by said fuselage, 
an empennage assembly carried by said fuselage ad- 

jacent the after end thereof, 
a wing connected to each side of said fuselage and pro- 

jecting substantially horizontally and outwardly 
therefrom, 

each said wing including a main wing panel and a for- 
ward auxiliary wing panel, 

each said main wing panel having a straight leading 
edge pivotally connected to said fuselage for rotation 
in a substantially horizontal plane between a low- 

$light, 

sweep position and a high-sweep position, 
means engaging said forward auxiliary wing panel and 

said main wing panel when said main wing panel is 
in high sweep position and disengaging said panels 
when said main wing panel is in said low sweep posi- 
tion, 60 

said forward auxiliary wing panel providing a pitching 
moment to said aircraft only when said main wing 
panel is in said high-sweep position and being sub- 
stantially freeaoating when said main wing panel 
is in said low-sweep position. 

5. The variable sweep aircraft of claim 4 wherein said: 
means engaging said main wing panel and said auxil- 

iary wing panel when said main wing panel is in said 
high-sweep position includes: 

(a)  a projection on said main wing panel, and 
(b)  a slotted portion in said auxiliary wing panel 

pivot means connecting said auxiliary wing panel to 
said fuselage and permitting rotational pitch of said 
auxiliary wing panel in a plane substantially per- 76 
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8 
pendicular to the horizontal rotative plane of said 
main wing panel, 

control mean for 
(a)  selectively engaging said auxiliary wing panel 

to aline said slotted portion therein in position 
to receive the projection of said main wing 
panel, and 

(b) disengaging said auxiliary wing panel when 
said main wing panel is in said low-sweep posi- 
tion to thereby permit free rotation of said aux- 
iliary wing panel about said pivot means in re- 
sponse to changes in air pressure thereon to 
thereby prevent said auxiliary wing panel from 
contributing substantially to aircraft pitching 
moment when said main wing panel is in said 
low-sweep position. 

16. A variable sweep aircraft comprising: 
a fuselage having a fineness ratio suitable for super- 

propulsion means carried by said fuselage, 
an empennage assembly carried by said fuselage adja- 

cent the after end thereof, 
a wing connected to each side of said fuselage and 

projecting substantially horizontally and outwardly 
therefrom, 

each said wing including a main wing panel and a 
forward auxiliary wing panel, 

each said main wing panel having a straight leading 
edge pivotally connected to said fuselage for rotation 
in a suibsbtantially horizontal plane between a low- 
sweep position and a high-sweep position, 

each said auxiliary wing panel having a straight leading 
edge and pivotally connected at a single pivot point 
substantially intermediate the length thereof to said 
fuselage for rotational movement only about said 
single pivot and in a plane substantially perpendic- 
ular to the horizontal rotative plane of said main 
wing panel, 

said auxiliary wing panel having a rearward arcuate 
slotted pontion, 

means linking said forward auxiliary wing panel and 
said main wing panel including a projecting element 
extending from said main wing panel into said arcu- 
ate slotted portion of said auxiliary panel only when 
said main panel is in said high-sweep position, 

said projecting element being completely removed 
from said slotted portion of said auxiliary panel 
when said main wing panel is in said low-sweep posi- 
tion. 

sonic flight, 

7. The variable sweep aircraft of claim 6 including: 
control means for selectively positioning said auxiliary 

wing panel in position for the slotted portion thereof 
to receive said projecting element extending from 
said main wing panel, 

said control means being so constructed and arranged 
as to permit disengagement of said auxiliary wing 
panel for free floating pitch rotation about its pivoted 
Gonnection when said main wing panel is iil said low- 
sweep position and contributory pitching moment 
from said auxiliary wing is not desired. 

8. A variable sweep aircraft comprising: 
a fuselage having a fineness ratio suitable for supersonic 

flight, 
a wing connected to each side of said fuselage and pro- 

jecting substantially horizontally and outwardly there- 
from, 

means for increasing the effective wing areal plane when 
said main wing panel is in said high-sweep position, 

said means including an auxiliary wing panel disposed 
in forward adjacency to said main wing panel, 

said auxiliary wing panel having a straight leading edge 
adapted for alinement with the leading edge of said 
main wing panel when said main wing panel is in 
eaid high-sweep position, 
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means for connecting said auxiliary wing panel to said 
fuselage and permitting freedloating pitch rotation 
of said auxiliary panel in a plane perpendicular to 
the rotative sweep plane of said main wing panel 
when said main wing panel is in said low-sweep po- 
sition, and 

means for planer alinement of said auxiliary wing panel 
with said main wing panel prior to sweep of said 
main wing panel from said low-sweep to said high- 
sweep position. 

8. The variable sweep aircraft of claim 8 wherein: 
said means for connecting said auxiliary wing panel to 

said fuselage includes a single pivot hinge connec- 
tion laterally extending from said fuselage to a point 
substantially intermediate the root of said auxiliary 
wing panel, and 

said means for planer alinement of said auxiliary wing 
panel with said main wing panel is so constructed 
and arranged as to permit selective disengagement 
of said pivot connection to permit freedfloating pitch 
rotation of said auxiliary wing panel when said main 
wing panel is in said low-sweep position. 

lQ. The variable sweep 
said auxiliary wing panel is provided with a straight 

said straight trailing edge including an arcuate bifurca- 

said main wing panel including an arcuate projecting 
extension adapted to matingly engage the arcuate 
bifurcation in said auxiliary wing panel when said 
main wing panel is in said high-sweep position. 
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